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Figure 1: Face posing using interactive region-based (b) and holistic (d) face models. The models drive the human character shown in (a).
User-given constraints (black markers) create a wink with a smirk, when issued to the region-based model (b and c). In contrast, the same
constraints produce uncontrolled global deformations when the holistic model is used (d and e).

Abstract

Linear models, particularly those based on principal component
analysis (PCA), have been used successfully on a broad range of hu-
man face-related applications. Although PCA models achieve high
compression, they have not been widely used for animation in a pro-
duction environment because their bases lack a semantic interpreta-
tion. Their parameters are not an intuitive set for animators to work
with. In this paper we present a linear face modelling approach
that generalises to unseen data better than the traditional holistic
approach while also allowing click-and-drag interaction for anima-
tion. Our model is composed of a collection of PCA sub-models
that are independently trained but share boundaries. Boundary con-
sistency and user-given constraints are enforced in a soft least mean
squares sense to give flexibility to the model while maintaining co-
herence. Our results show that the region-based model generalises
better than its holistic counterpart when describing previously un-
seen motion capture data from multiple subjects. The decompo-
sition of the face into several regions, which we determine auto-
matically from training data, gives the user localised manipulation
control. This feature allows to use the model for face posing and
animation in an intuitive style.
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1 Introduction

Linear models, particularly those based on principal component
analysis (PCA), have been used successfully on a broad range of
human face-related applications, examples include Active Appear-
ance Models [Cootes et al. 1998; Matthews and Baker 2004] and
3D Morphable Models [Blanz and Vetter 1999]. In the produc-
tion of computerised facial animation, a common practice is to use
blendshape animation models (or rigs). These models aim to repre-
sent a given facial configuration as a linear combination of a prede-
termined subset of facial poses that define the valid space of facial
expressions [Bergeron and Lachapelle 1985; Pighin et al. 1998].
PCA and blendshape models differ from each other only in the na-
ture of their basis vectors. The bases are orthogonal and lack a
semantic meaning in PCA, versus non-orthogonal with an artist de-
fined and interpretable meaning for blendshape models.

Although PCA models achieve high compression, they are not gen-
erally used for animation because their bases lack semantic inter-
pretation. Their parameters are not an intuitive set for animators to
work with. This is typically not the case for blendshape models.
However, until recently there were few published methods to ma-
nipulate blendshape models other than directly specifying the blend
weights [Lewis and Anjyo 2010; Joshi et al. 2003]. The work of
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Lewis and Anjyo [2010] describes a mathematical framework for
computing the blend weights of a blendshape model from a sparse
set of user-given constraints, including the extreme case of a single
constraint. Their solution can be computed at interactive rates and
allows the animator to work by clicking and dragging parts of the
mesh directly.

In this paper, we present a linear piecewise modelling method that
generalises better to unseen data than the traditional holistic ap-
proach. The segmentation of the model into multiple parts allows
the generation of parts combinations beyond those in the training
data. Our model also allows click-and-drag interaction for anima-
tion, in the spirit of Lewis and Anjyo’s [2010] direct-manipulation
blendshapes work. We refer to our solution as region-based linear
models. These models consist of a collection of linear models that
relate to each other through shared boundaries. Rather than fol-
lowing the convention of weighted blending for managing bound-
ary discontinuities, our formulation restricts the model solutions
to have semi-consistent boundaries while simultaneously enforcing
user-given constraints in a soft least squares sense (Section 3). We
demonstrate our approach on dense facial motion capture data using
a PCA region-based face model, and we show that our model is also
flexible enough to generalise to multiple people (Section 5). The
segmentation of the face into multiple sub-models allows us to in-
teractively modify the model at a local level, which is typically not
possible with a holistic PCA model (see Figure 1). In the context
of face-posing for keyframe animation (Section 6), this means the
region-based model is locally intuitive and globally consistent. Our
mathematical formulation is applicable to linear models in general,
regardless of whether they are based on PCA or other linear basis.

2 Related Work

Linear PCA models have been used successfully for a wide range
of tasks in the fields of Computer Vision and Computer Graph-
ics. In some cases, linear models have been replaced by non-linear
models that provide better performance for some applications at the
expense of increased computational complexity [Lawrence 2007].
However, linear models continue to be of common use because
of their simplicity and inexpensive computational nature. One of
the earlier works that introduced PCA models into Computer Vi-
sion is that of Turk and Pentland [1991] with their eigenface ap-
proach to face recognition. Their work was followed by Cootes
et al. [1998] with active shape and active appearance models, which
have been used for face recognition [Edwards et al. 1998] and
tracking [Matthews and Baker 2004], among many other applica-
tions. Blanz and Vetter [1999] applied the concept of active appear-
ance models to the realm of 3D and Computer Graphics with their
work in face morphable models. Allen et al. [2003] built linear
PCA shape models of human bodies in 3D. More recently, Vlasic
et al. [2005] described a higher order generalisation of the linear
model called multilinear which they used for modelling identity,
expression, and speech independently. The work cited here com-
prises only a sample of the successful application of linear models.

Previous work in face modelling has also decomposed faces into
regions to improve expressiveness. An early example is the work
by Black and Yacoob [1995] that explored the use of local param-
eterised models for recovering and recognising non-rigid motion
in human faces. DeCarlo and Metaxas [2000] manually built a
parametric deformable 3D face model for tracking faces on video.
The shape of the model is controlled by parameterised deforma-
tions that are applied to a particular set of face parts, ranging from
a single part to the entire face. In their work on 3D morphable
models, Blanz and Vetter [1999] divided the face into four regions
to augment the expressiveness of their PCA model. When fitting
the model to images, each region was optimised independently and

the results were then blended following a Gaussian pyramid ap-
proach. Joshi et al. [2003] demonstrated an automatic, physically-
motivated approach to segment a blendshape face model. Similar
to our approach, the segmented regions have overlapping bound-
aries. To fit their blendshape model to motion capture data, each re-
gion was optimised independently to find the corresponding blend-
ing weights. In contrast, our approach solves simultaneously for
all regions while explicitly enforcing soft boundary consistency.
Zhang et al. [2006] presented a system for synthesising facial ex-
pressions applicable to 2D images and 3D face models. They em-
pirically divided the face into several regions to allow the synthesis
of asymmetric expressions. To avoid image discontinuity at region
boundaries, they did a fade-in-fade-out blending using a manually
defined weight map. Zhang and colleagues [2004] created a lin-
ear 3D face model for animation that is automatically segmented
into regions at runtime depending on the user edits. The segmented
regions are independently modelled and then blended into a single
expression. Overall, their model behaves holistically unless the user
specifies constraints to anchor desired locations. Because the num-
ber of regions is constantly changing, their model does not have
a defined parameter space and interaction is limited to explicitly
controlling points on the mesh. In contrast, our model establishes
a mapping between parameter space and face configuration, thus
allowing parametric manipulation.

There is also related work on creating face models that allow lo-
calised modifications without explicitly dividing the face into re-
gions. Noh and colleagues [2000] used radial basis functions to
produce localised real-time deformations by controlling an arbi-
trary sparse set of control points. Feng and collaborators [2008]
described an animation interface that learns optimal control points
from a set of surface deformation examples. The control points
are mapped through canonical correlation analysis to a sparse set
of abstract bones whose deformation parameters specify the defor-
mation of every vertex on the surface. The user can then create
new deformations by modifying the position of the optimal control
points. In contrast, our approach does not limit user interaction to
a set of predefined points. Lau et al. [2009] presented a system for
interactive modeling of 3D facial expressions using facial priors.
They formulated the problem of face posing in a maximum a pos-
teriori framework that combines user inputs with priors embedded
in a large set of facial expression data. Their approach optimises
a non-linear cost function with terms for different types of user-
provided constraints and facial priors from expression data. This
method allows the user to modify any region of the face. However,
the local behaviour is limited by the data available in the database of
facial expressions. Meyer and Anderson [2007] described a scheme
that uses examples to compute a statistical subspace and a corre-
sponding set of characteristic key points. For a given operation, the
required calculations are only computed at the key points and the
result is used to provide a subspace based estimate of the entire cal-
culation. They demonstrated their method on the problem of calcu-
lating the facial articulation of an animated character. The subspace
is first obtained using PCA, and the resulting basis vectors are then
rotated to obtain a basis that is more semantically meaningful.

More recently, Lewis and Anjyo [2010] presented a mathematical
formulation for manipulating blendshape models based on user-
provided constraints. Their approach is the closest to that presented
here and provides a least squares solution to the ill-posed problem
of computing the model’s blending weights from a sparse set of
constraints, but it can only produce facial configurations that are lin-
ear combinations of the blendshapes in the model. Conversely, by
segmenting the face into multiple regions, our approach increases
the range of possible configurations. For instance, our model can
produce data consistent asymmetric expressions even if the training
set contains only symmetric ones.
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unconstrained β = 0.0005 (low) β = 0.0005 (low) β = 0.5 (high) β = 0.5 (high) β = 0.5 (high)
model γ = 0.0005 (low) γ = 0.5 (high) γ = 0.0005 (low) γ = 0.5 (high) γ = 0.025 (medium)

Figure 2: Interaction with a region-based model with various combinations of β (boundary constraint) and γ (deformation constraint). The
top row shows results before boundary blending and the bottom row after blending (see section 3.1). The user-given constraint is showed in
black, and the constrained vertex in yellow. Low values of β de-couple the sub-models, resulting in potentially large boundary discrepancies.
With higher values of β enforcing boundary consistency, a low value of γ allows unrestrained deformation updates and produces nearly
holistic behaviour; while a high γ makes the model resist change. A medium value, such as γ = 0.025 provides local control with good
boundary consistency.

3 Region-Based Linear Face Modelling

Building a modular subspace in order to increase a model’s expres-
siveness is not new in the literature [Nishino et al. 2005; Pentland
et al. 1994]. It has also been demonstrated in the context of active
appearance models and their morphable model 3D counterparts that
segmenting a model increases its expressiveness and therefore its
ability to generalise [Blanz and Vetter 1999; Peyras et al. 2007]. In
previous work, the face has been segmented into regions using au-
tomatic methods [Joshi et al. 2003] or by manual selection [Zhang
et al. 2006]. Each region is then treated as an independent model,
and a blending scheme is implemented to deal with discontinuities
at the inter-region boundaries [Buck et al. 2000]. In contrast, our
approach solves for all the sub-models simultaneously while explic-
itly enforcing boundary consistency in a soft least squares sense.
The use of soft constraints allows discrepancies at the inter-model
boundaries, keeping the model flexible, and the simultaneous solve
requires all the sub-models form a coherent unit.

3.1 Region-Based Model Building

A linear model may be defined by the following equation:

v = Bc. (1)

In the specific case of 3D faces, v ∈ <3N×1 is a vector containing
the (x, y, z) spatial coordinates of the N vertices in a mesh that
represents the face; B ∈ <3N×P contains the P linear bases of the
model, and c ∈ <P×1 the corresponding parameters. The model
parameters, c, that best describe the input data, v, in a least squares
sense can be found by minimising:

E(c) = ‖v −Bc‖22. (2)

Equation 2 is a convex function of c and its minimum occurs at the
unique extremum where its derivative with respect to c vanishes:

BTBc−BTv = 0, (3)

yielding the closed form solution,

c = (BTB)−1BTv, (4)

which reduces to c = BTv if B is an orthonormal basis.

In a region-based face model, different sections vi ⊂ v are inde-
pendently modelled. Each region contains a subset N i of the ver-
tices that compose the full face. The only requirement for defining
the regions is that each shares at least one vertex with at least one
other region. The shared vertices will be referred to as boundary
vertices. For a region-based model with M regions, Equation 2 is
replaced by:

E(ζ) =

M∑
i=1

‖vi −Bici‖22, (5)

ζ = [c1; c2; . . . ; cM ]

where Bi ∈ <3Ni×P i

contains the P i bases of the ith sub-model,
which models the ith region vi ∈ <3Ni×1 with model coefficients
ci ∈ <P i×1. However, boundary vertices should remain consistent
in all the regions that share them; therefore, Equation 5 is reformu-
lated to enforce equality at the boundaries:

E(ζ) =

M∑
i=1

‖vi −Bici‖22 + β

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=i

‖Bi
jc

i −Bj
ic

j‖22, (6)

where Bi
j ∈ <3Q×P i

contains the elements of bases Bi that model
the Q boundary vertices shared by the ith and jth regions; if no
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vertices are shared then Bi
j ∈ 0. Constant β weights the contribu-

tion of the boundary constraints to that of the reconstruction error.
The minimum of Equation 6 occurs where the gradient vanishes.
That is [∂E/∂c1; . . . ; ∂E/∂cM ] = 0. Each partial derivative with
respect to ci of Equation 6 yields:

BiTBici − viTBi + β

M∑
j=1

(
Bi

j
T
Bi

jc
i −Bi

j
T
Bj

ic
j
)
= 0. (7)

The coefficients of the gradient can be arranged in matrix form to
define a system of linear equations on ζ, that can be directly solved
by Gauss elimination, conjugate gradient, or equivalent methods.
Because boundary consistency is enforced in a soft least squares
sense, there are always differences at the sub-model boundaries.
These discrepancies are eliminated by taking the mean value of the
boundary vertices shared by the sub-models (see Figure 2). This
approach suffices because the boundary differences have been min-
imised by the boundary constraints. However, gradient domain
methods could be used to distribute the boundary differences across
all the vertices of the sub-models [Sorkine et al. 2004].

3.2 Interacting with the Model

We extend our region-based framework to allow user interaction.
Our approach follows that of Lewis and Anjyo [2010] to provide
click and drag interaction, in which the user is allowed to manip-
ulate vertices on the mesh of the face model and constrain them
to a desired location. More generally, the user may decide to con-
strain one vertex, several, all or none; the approach is not limited
by the number of user-given constraints. Consider the case of a
single model for which the user has provided constraints for all ver-
tices. Equation 2 exemplifies this case, and Equation 4 provides
the solution. If the number of user-given constraints falls beneath
the number of the model’s bases (which determines the degrees of
freedom) the system becomes underconstrained. Lewis and An-
jyo [2010] address this problem by also minimising the Euclidean
distance in parameter space from the previous state to the solution,

E(c) =

K∑
k=1

‖vk −Bkc‖22 + γ‖c0 − c‖22, (8)

where vk ∈ <3×1 is the kth user-given constraint, Bk ∈ <3×P

are the corresponding bases, c0 ∈ <P×1 are the model’s param-
eters before the vertex constraints were given, and γ is a constant
that weights the regularisation term. For our region-based model,
we extend Equation 8 to multiple sub-models and we incorporate
boundary constraints,

E(ζ) =

M∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

‖vi
k −Bi

kci‖22 + β

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=i

‖Bi
jc

i −Bj
ic

j‖22

+ γ

M∑
i=1

‖ci
0 − ci‖22, (9)

where vi
k ∈ <3×1 is the kth user given constraint for the ith model,

Bi
k ∈ <3×P i

are the corresponding bases, and ci
0 ∈ <P i×1 are the

initial model parameters of the ith model. The second and third
terms of Equation 9 control the coupling between sub-models. No-
tice that as β (boundary constraint) and γ (deformation constraint)
approach zero, the region-based model becomes a collection of in-
dependent models described by Equation 2. Figure 2 illustrates the
behaviour of a region-based model with a single user-given con-
straint for different values of β and γ before and after boundary

M1 F1

M2 F2

Figure 3: The four actors used in our experiments. A generic face
mesh (blue) was fitted to all the motion capture data (yellow) to
establish dense correspondence.

blending (see Section 3.1). Low values of β de-couple the sub-
models, which may result in large boundary discrepancies and dis-
tortion after blending. With higher values of β to enforce boundary
consistency, variations in γ modulate coupling and deformation. A
low value of γ produces holistic-like behaviour because all sub-
models deform freely to accommodate the boundary constraints.
Conversely, a high γ makes the model resist change to maintain
boundary consistency and current sub-model parameters. Interme-
diate values such as γ = 0.025 provide local control by balancing
boundary inconsistencies and changes in sub-model parameters.

Lewis and Anjyo [2010] minimise Equation 8 subject to c ∈ [0, t =
1] as a quadratic program, in order to constrain the model parame-
ters to the positive interval valid for artistically designed blendshape
models. We do not assume such constraints exist, and instead min-
imise Equation 9 by finding the point at which the gradient van-
ishes. The partial derivative of Equation 9 with respect to ci yields,

K∑
k=1

(
Bi

k
T
Bi

kci−vi
k
T
Bi

k

)
+β

M∑
j=1

(
Bi

j
T
Bi

jc
i−Bi

j
T
Bj

ic
j
)

+ γ
(
ci − ci

0

)
= 0 (10)

The coefficients of the gradient can be arranged in matrix form to
define a system of linear equations on ζ that can be directly solved
by Gauss elimination, conjugate gradient, or equivalent methods.
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4 Facial Motion Capture Data Modelling

We applied our region-based linear model formulation to the prob-
lem of modelling dense facial motion capture data. For this pur-
pose, we collected a database that includes captures from four dif-
ferent individuals, three professional actors and one art student.
The subjects covered both genders, two ethnicities, and a broad age
spectrum. We will refer to them as M1, M2, F1 and F2 (see Fig-
ure 3). Each subject performed 18 sentences. Prior to the recording
of each sentence, the actor was given a background story to pro-
vide the inspiration for an emotional performance. All actors per-
formed the same sentences with the same emotional background.
The emotions the actors performed were pride, rage and contempt.
The data was split in training and test sets for each actor. The train-
ing sets contained four sentences from each emotion, while the test
sets contained two per emotion. Actors wore 3mm reflective mark-
ers spaced approximately 1 cm apart and were recorded using a
commercial motion capture system at 120 frames per second (fps).
For actor M1 we collected additional data consisting of a range of
motion sequence, during which the actor performs random facial
motion to achieve extreme expressions, and 86 combinations of fa-
cial action coding system (FACS) units as described by Ekman and
Friesen [1978].

4.1 Motion Capture Data Registration

The creation of linear models that span the data of multiple people
requires establishing dense point-to-point correspondences across
the data set [Allen et al. 2003; Blanz and Vetter 1999]. This means
that the position of each vertex may vary in different samples, but
its context label should remain the same. During capture, our ac-
tors wore different numbers of reflective markers depending on the
dimensions of their faces. Additionally, no two actors had an iden-
tical marker configuration. To establish dense correspondence, we
fit a dense 3D generic mesh template with 8820 vertices to our en-
tire motion capture database using the method of Tena et al. [2006].
We then uniformly subsample the fitted dense meshes down to 397
vertices, providing us with a data set of 3D meshes that are in full
dense correspondence. Figure 3 shows our four subjects with the
original markers and the subsampled fitted mesh. Finally, we re-
move rigid-body transformations from our data by aligning each
motion capture frame to the subsampled generic mesh template us-
ing ordinary procrustes analysis [Dryden and Mardia 2002].

4.2 Face Region Segmentation

To create the sub-models for our region-based model framework,
we are interested in grouping vertices that are highly correlated
and connected to form compact regions. Regions containing highly
correlated vertices will be better compressed by PCA. To find a
data-driven segmentation of the face, we used the full data set from
M1. This set includes the range of motion, emotional speech, and
FACS sequences. The data is subsampled to 15 fps to reduce re-
dundancy, after which the data set contains 4787 motion capture
frames. Assuming data set D ∈ <F×3N with F frames and N 3D
vertices, we split D into three subsets Di={x,y,z} ∈ <F×N ; each
containing the corresponding spatial coordinate of the vertices. To
obtain a measurement of the correlation between vertices, the nor-
malised correlation matrices Ci={x,y,z} ∈ <N×N are computed
from Di={x,y,z} and then averaged into correlation matrix C̄. Ver-
tices in the same region should also be close to each other on the
face surface. Accordingly, we also compute the inter-vertex dis-
tance on the mesh as described for the isomap algorithm [Tenen-
baum et al. 2000] to form matrix G ∈ <N×N . In order to combine

C̄ A Ḡ

Figure 4: Clustering results on motion capture data from M1. Each
row shows the results for 9, 13, and 14 clusters. Notice that for 14
clusters, A produces the non-compact purple cluster in the middle
of the forehead. Accordingly segmentation is stopped at 13 clusters.

C̄ and G, we normalise the latter to the [0, 1] interval,

Ḡ = e−G/r, (11)

where r controls how rapidly Ḡ decreases as mesh distance in-
creases. Both matrices are added in a weighted manner into the
affinity matrix,

A = λC̄ + (1− λ)Ḡ, (12)

where λ controls the relative importance of the inter-vertex corre-
lation and distance on the mesh. The values of λ and r can be
adjusted to obtain different regions. For our experiments, r = 10
(at this value Ḡ approaches zero for mesh distances greater than
50 mm) and λ = 0.7 to emphasize correlation over mesh distance.
Additionally, prior to calculating A, we thresholded C̄ at 0.7 to
obtain regions with high correlation values. Finally, we perform
spectral clustering on the affinity matrix A, as described by Ng
et al. [2001], which relies on the k-means algorithm. We start with
k = 2 (two clusters) and continue increasing k until one of the cre-
ated clusters is non-compact. At this point we stop increasing k,
and we keep the clusters obtained with k − 1. A cluster is defined
as non-compact if some of its vertices do not form triangles on the
template mesh. In our experiments, we obtained 13 compact clus-
ters. To account for variability due to seed selection, the k-means
algorithm was performed 20 times for each value of k using ran-
dom seeds. The clustering result with the smallest within-cluster
sums of point-to-centroid distances was kept. Figure 4 shows the
clustering results on M1’s motion capture data. For comparison,
we also show the results obtained using Ḡ and C̄ as affinity ma-
trices on their own. Notice that the clustering results for A and C̄
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are very similar, as intended by our choice of λ. However, for 13
clusters, C̄ produces a non-compact cluster (red) while A does not.
Matrix Ḡ produces only compact clusters, which explains the dif-
ference in results obtained with C̄ and A. Notice that the clusters
obtained with matrices C̄ and A are nearly symmetric, an intuitive
but not enforced result. After segmentation, we manually define the
vertices that are shared by the different regions.

5 Results

To test how our region-based model generalises to unseen data and
across multiple identities, we built region-based and holistic PCA
models from our emotional speech motion capture data. For the
region-based model, the face was split into the 13 regions obtained
by spectral clustering as previously described. PCA was applied
to each region independently to produce its own subspace. The
experiment began by training the holistic and region-based models
only with the training set from individual M1, reconstructing each
of the four available test sets (M1, F1, M2 and F2), and measuring
the reconstruction error as a function of the number of principal
components added to the model. We then retrained the region-based
and holistic PCA models using the training sets of M1 and F1, and
tested again on each of the four test sets. The process was repeated
adding M2’s training set, and finally that of F2. The reconstruction
error reported is the root mean squared error per vertex,

ERMS =

√√√√ 1

F

F∑
i=1

1

N
‖xi − x̂i‖2, (13)

where F is the number of frames in the test set, N is the number of
vertices, xi is the ith frame of the test set, and x̂i is its reconstructed
counterpart. Because the experiment was aimed at reconstructing
data from multiple identities, the PCA models were trained and
tested with neutral subtracted data. This was achieved by subtract-
ing the corresponding neutral pose from the training and test set
of each individual. In practice, this means that the models learn the
space of facial deformation limiting the inclusion of variation due to
identity. Accordingly, to fully reconstruct a face, it is necessary to
add the correct neutral pose to recover the subject’s identity. From
an application perspective, this implies that a new neutral pose is
required to apply the the PCA models to a new individual. Figure 5
shows plots of the reconstruction error for the different iterations of
our experimental set up. The horizontal axes shows the number of
principal components retained for each sub-model and for the holis-
tic model. Figure 5 (top row) shows the extreme case in which the
models are trained with the data from M1 only. There are two sig-
nificant facts to be noticed. First, the reconstruction error achieved
for the test set of M1 with the region based model is lower than that
attained by the holistic model. This shows the region-based model
generalises better to unseen data from the same individual. Sec-
ond, there is less variance on the error obtained across individuals,
showing that the region-based model generalises better to multiple
identities. Figure 5 (second to fourth rows), show the error pro-
gression as more data is added to the training set. Figure 6 shows
reconstruction examples for the region-based and holistic models
with the corresponding ground truth.

6 Application to Face Posing and Animation

In section 3.2, we presented a mathematical framework to interact
with the region-based model by specifying positional vertex con-
straints. Our formulation allows the user to constrain one, mul-
tiple, all, or none of the vertices of the model’s face mesh. The
model’s equation finds the best solution that satisfies, in a soft least
mean squares sense, the user-provided constraints and the model’s
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Figure 5: Reconstruction error with holistic and region-based
models. As more identities are added to the training set, the recon-
struction error on the corresponding test set decreases. Regardless
of the training set, the reconstruction error for the region-based
model is lower and with less variance across individuals.
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M1

F1

M2

F2

Region-based model Holistic model

Figure 6: Reconstruction error examples with region-based and
holistic models. The ground truth is shown in yellow markers and
the corresponding vertices on the reconstructed mesh are high-
lighted in dark grey. The examples shown were obtained when only
the data from M1 was used for training. Note that for the region-
based model more ground truth markers lie within the grey high-
lighted vertices of the reconstructed mesh.

boundary and parameter space constraints (last two terms in Equa-
tion 10). The user can produce different model behaviours by ad-
justing the intrinsic parameters β (boundary constraint) and γ (de-
formation constraint). A high value of β combined with low γ pro-
duces nearly holistic behaviour by enforcing boundary consistency
and freeing changes in the local parameter space. Relaxing β while
increasing γ allows the user to mold the face model without the
need of user-given positional constraints because boundary consis-
tency is compromised in order to maintain the current configuration
of the sub-models. Intermediate values of β and γ allow the user to
configure the face by explicitly constraining the model’s vertices.

Our approach only requires solving a linear system of equations
and can be implemented at interactive rates without the need of
specialised hardware. We have implemented a real-time MATLAB
based prototype system for interacting with region-based models to
perform face posing and animation. The system allows the user to
specify constraints by clicking on a face vertex and then dragging
to the desired location. Once the vertex is released, consecutive
constraints may be added in the same manner to sculpt the desired
pose. Figures 1 and 7 in this paper were produced using the proto-
type system with a region-based PCA model consisting of the 13 re-
gions obtained by spectral clustering and trained with the complete
motion capture set from subject M1. Parameters β and γ were set to
0.5 and 0.025 respectively. A holistic PCA model was trained with
the same data for comparison. To interact with the holistic model,
we followed Lewis and Anjyo’s [2010] approach and minimised
Equation 8 with γ set to 0.025. We did not constrain the solution
to the [0, 1] interval (see Section 3.2) because our model is PCA
based and does not have that restriction. A sculpted textured model
of subject M1 was bound to the region-based and holistic models
to demonstrate them on a computer generated character. Figure 7
shows consecutive pose edits specified by user-given constraints.
The top shows the region-based model driving the human charac-
ter, while the bottom shows the results for the holistic model. Edits
performed on the region-based model produce local deformation
while maintaining global consistency. Conversely, the same edits
produce global deformations on the holistic model.

7 Discussion

We have presented the mathematical formulation for a linear piece-
wise modelling approach in which a collection of independently
trained models with shared boundaries are coupled and solved si-
multaneously. This region-based approach increases flexibility for
modelling local deformations while keeping the model coherent.
The formulation is applicable to models based on a set of linear
bases. The region-based formulation was applied to the problem
of face modelling and was compared to a holistic approach. Our
model also accommodates user interaction by specifying positional
constraints, which gives local control for face posing and anima-
tion. The coupling and flexibility of the model can be controlled by
modifying its two intrinsic parameters β (boundary constraint) and
γ (deformation constraint).

In its current formulation, the main limitation of our model is that it
remains constrained to the space learned from its training set. This
limitation may also be a benefit for inexperienced animators be-
cause it restricts the facial configurations to plausible expressions
defined by the model. Nevertheless, experienced animators may
find that the model does not allow the exaggeration required to pro-
duce emotionally appealing performances. This is especially true
for a model trained from real facial motion capture data. Currently
we have implemented a simple user interface for demonstrating our
technique. However, it needs further development before rigorous
user studies can be conducted.
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Region-based model

Holistic model

Figure 7: Sequential posing using region-based and holistic models driving a human character. The top shows the results on the region-based
model while the bottom shows the results on the holistic model. The grey markers are the user-given constraints and the smaller black markers
the constrained vertices. The currently active vertex is highlighted in yellow. Notice that only the region-based model provides predictable
local control. Parameters β (boundary constraint) and γ (deformation constraint) were set to 0.5 and 0.025 respectively.
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